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Abstract
This paper describes our system submission to
WMT20 shared task on similar language translation. We examined the use of documentlevel neural machine translation (NMT) systems for low-resource, similar language pair
Marathi−Hindi. Our system is an extension of
state-of-the-art Transformer architecture with
hierarchical attention networks to incorporate
contextual information. Since, NMT requires
large amount of parallel data which is not available for this task, our approach is focused on
utilizing monolingual data with back translation to train our models. Our experiments reveal that document-level NMT can be a reasonable alternative to sentence-level NMT for
improving translation quality of low resourced
languages even when used with synthetic data.

1

Introduction

With the widespread use of MT systems in commercial and research community, there is an increased attention to train NMT models for direct
translation between language pairs other than English Barrault et al. (2019). This is because of the
growing need to translate between pairs of similar languages without considering English as pivot
language. The task is to overcome the challenge
of limited availability of parallel data by exploiting the advantages of similarity between languages
when building machine translation models. Similar
languages have the advantage of having some magnitude of common information such as lexical and
semantic structures. A number of research studies
have been published to exploit commonalities when
translating text between close language pairs Pourdamghani and Knight (2017); Lakew et al. (2018);
Costa-jussà (2017).
This paper describes our system submission at
WMT shared Similar Language Translation task1
1

which focuses on improving translation quality of
similar languages in low-resource setting, the detail
of task is provided in Barrault et al. (2019). This
year’s task includes five pairs of languages from
three different language families i.e. Indo-Aryan,
Romance and South-Slavic languages; we participated for Hindi-Marathi language pair. Since we
are using NMT which requires large bitext, we need
to alleviate this specific problem of bitext shortage. Sennrich et al. (2016) introduced an approach
to utilize monolingual data using back translation.
This requires a machine translation system in opposite direction to generate synthetic parallel corpora
from target side monolingual text.
Our work is an attempt to investigate the translation of a similar language pair (Marathi-Hindi)
using document-level NMT and back translation.
We participated under team name ”FJWU NUST”.
We submitted one constrained system i.e. we only
used the parallel and monolingual data provided by
WMT202 organizers to train and evaluate our models. We train and evaluate NMT systems in both
directions (i.e. HI⇒MR and MR⇒HI) but our submission to similar language shared task comprises
of MR⇒HI systems only.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 we give a brief background of documentlevel NMT, Section 3 presents utilization of monolingual data, Section 4 and 5 present our experimental setup and results. We conclude the paper in
Section 6.

2

Document-Level NMT

Standard NMT works by translating individual sentences and focuses on short context windows while
ignoring cross-sentence links and dependencies
Xiong et al. (2019). Document-level NMT aims to
consider discourse dependencies across sentences
2

http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/similar.html

http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/.
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to capture document wide context. Most recently,
there has been great interest in modelling larger
context in standard NMT (Voita et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2018; Maruf and Haffari,
2017; Bawden et al., 2017; Jean et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2020). Cache based Tu et al. (2018) memory
models can be used to hold rich information, can
also provide the context of document during translation. Memory networks keep the representation of
a set of words in cache to provide contextual information to NMT in the form of words. Kuang et al.
(2017) used two caches, dynamic cache to capture
dynamic context by storing words of translated sentence and topic cache which stores topical words
of target side from entire document. Through a gating mechanism, the probability of NMT model and
cache based neural model is combined to predict
the next word. Miculicich et al. (2018) has proposed to use hierarchical attention network (HAN)
Yang et al. (2016) to provide dynamic contextual
information to NMT during translation. HANs are
used on both sides, encoder and decoder to integrate source and target side context in NMT. In contrast to Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), HANs
provide dynamic access to contextual information
during training and evaluation.
Similarly, Maruf and Haffari (2018) used pretrained RNN encoder to attach global source and
target context to sentence based NMT. Zhang et al.
(2018) has shown that integration of short context (2 sentences) outperforms existing cache based
RNNSearch model. Voita et al. (2018) introduce a
context aware NMT model with additional multihead attention component, in which they control
and analyze the flow of information from the extended context to the translation model.
Stojanovski and Fraser (2020) studied the use of
Transformer based document-level models adoptable to novel (zero-resource) domains. They have
shown the implicit domain adaptation of documentlevel NMT models trained on multi-domain data, is
capable of capturing large context. The challenge
of translating single sentences efficiently while
keeping models insensitive to enlarge and noisy
context is addressed by Zheng et al. (2020). To
make general purpose context-aware MT, both for
short and long sentences, they opt for having independent global and local context integration into
sentence based NMT.

3

Utilizing Monolingual Data

Large amounts of monolingual resources are generally available for a multitude of languages. Back
translation is considered a well known approach
to mitigate the need of large parallel corpora by
automatically translating target language monolingual data to source language Sennrich et al. (2016).
Back translation requires a MT system in opposite direction, where target side monolingual data
is translated into source text to generate synthetic
parallel training data. Several techniques exists
to utilize monolingual text for improving NMT
(Abdul-Rauf et al., 2016; Zhang and Zong, 2016;
Currey et al., 2017; Domhan and Hieber, 2017).
Document-level models require parallel data
with document boundaries for training and evaluation. As compared to sentence-level systems,
data for building robust document-level models is
significantly low resourced Liu and Zhang (2020).
WMT20 provides document-level distinctions for
Europarl v9, New-Commentary v14 and Rapid corpus. Our training data is constrained to have only
parallel and monolingual data provided by WMT20
shared task, the statistics of data are given in section 4.1. Since, our system is build in MarathiHindi direction, we backtranslated Hindi (News
Crawl2008-2019) monolingual data into Marathi
to generate bitext. This backtranslated data is than
concatenated with parallel data made available by
organizers, to train machine translation models.

4

Experimental Setup

For our primary submission we use document-level
Miculicich et al. (2018) model, an extension of
transformer with additional context attentions. For
comparison with sentence-based NMT systems, a
strong baseline using OpenNMT-py Klein et al.
(2017) is first defined. For true comparison, the
architecture and configurations of both the models
are kept the same.
4.1

Dataset

Table 1 presents details of training, development
and test corpus. We used all the parallel data (HI,
MR) provided by WMT20 for similar language
translation task. The available parallel data was insufficient to train NMT models, therefore we used
monolingual “News Crawl” data for generating
synthetic parallel corpus through backtranslation.
NMT models are trained on backtranslated bitext
combined with existing parallel corpus. Training
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corpus contains data of multiple domains, a self
test set is created by selecting chunk of data from
each domain according to size of dataset. Original
bitext and backtranslated parallel training data is
tokenized with Indic-NLP 3 library, which supports
tokenization/de-tokenization of Hindi and Marathi.
Our document-level systems Miculicich et al.
(2018) expect document boundaries in text file during training and testing. Available data for this
shared task does not contains document boundaries, for this we followed the same approach used
by Ul Haq et al. (2020) to generate artificial document boundaries. They have taken average document size from document-level corpora and used
the same size to generate document boundaries for
parallel data without document distinctions. For
train and dev set, instead of splitting on sentences,
they considered number of documents. We have
used average of two best performing context variables for document size as reported in Table 3 of
Miculicich et al. (2018).
Corpus
News
PmIndia
IndicWordNet
NewsCrawl-Monolingual
Dev
Test

Sentences
12.3K
25.9K
11.2K
0.6M

Documents
4.1K
8.6K
3.7K
0.2M

1114
1941

278
485

Table 1: Train, Dev and Test dataset statistics along
with document split.

4.2

Model Configurations

As our sentence-level baseline and document-level
systems are based on Transformer model, we followed similar configuration parameters for both as
reported in original paper Vaswani et al. (2017). 6
hidden layers are incorporated on both encoder and
decoder side of Transformer model. All the hidden
states have a dropout of 0.1 and 512 dimensions.
Transformer model is trained with 8000 warm-up
steps with a learning rate of 0.01. We checkpoint
the model every 1000 steps for validation. For all
the models, batch size is set to 2048 and is trained
for 150 epochs.
Two step training process is followed as described by Miculicich et al. (2018). Initially NMT
models are optimized without considering contextual information, after that encoder and decoder models are optimized by using context-aware

HANs. HAN Transformer models gave best performance for 1-3 previous sentences, we use k=3
previous sentences for both source and target side
context.

5

Results

Table 2 shows our results for Hindi−Marathi translations. Our document-level systems for both
directions HR⇒MR and MR⇒HI outperformed
sentence-level baselines.
BLEU score for W M T , Dev and Self test set
is reported in Table 2 for all systems. BLEU score
for W M T test data is provided by WMT20 organizers. We have computed BLEU scores using
Moses multi − blue.perl script. For submission,
we used output of document-level system trained
on all data in MR⇒HI direction which gave highest BLEU score (6.79) on W M T test set. Our
document-level models are optimized by adding
context-aware HANs on encoder side only4 . With
DL−NMT model trained on corpus containing
90% backtranslated data, a gain of 0.63 BLEU
points is achieved (6.16 ⇒ 6.79) over sentencelevel baseline (row 2).
In last rows (3 and 4) of Table 2, NMT
models are build in opposite direction of backtranslated data, depicted as NMTforward and and
DL−NMTforward . For forward translation models,
source side is backtranslated data while target side
is original monolingual data used for backtranslation. Similarly, DL−NMT models trained in forward direction of data, achieved batter score over
NMT systems. Since, the large portion of training data contains synthetic data, on self test set all
models performed better due to over fitting.
System

Direction

BLEU Score
Wmt Dev
Self

NMT

MR⇒HI

6.16

8.08

12.50

+DL−NMT

MR⇒HI

6.79

9.31

14.93

+NMTfwd

HI⇒MR

3.29

6.33

16.69

+DL−NMTfwd

HI⇒MR

3.54

6.28

17.75

Table 2: Table summarizing Document-level NMT
(DL-NMT) and NMT Transformer results for different
test sets.

3
https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/
indic_nlp_library

4
Due to limited availability of time, HAN for decoder side
and HAN joint models were not used for experiments.
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6

Summary

This paper presented the ”FJWU NUST” system
submitted to the Similar Language Translation task
at WMT20. The limited and out-of-domain parallel
training data provided by organizers, emerged as
a challenging task to train NMT models, whose
quality is dependent on large data.
We have utilized monolingual data with backtranslation along with available parallel data for
training NMT system which incorporated contextaware HANs on encoder side. Our document-level
systems outperformed sentence-level NMT systems, even in the absence of document-level corpora. This showed that document-level machine
translation can be reasonable alternative of NMT,
since it can deliver good quality translation for lowresource languages without requiring documentlevel parallel data.
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